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FOR SAUDI ARABIA, AN ELECTRIC 
OPPORTUNITY IN IRAQ. BY EVAN 
LANENHAHN 

Last month, protests broke out in Basra after the Iranian government cut one-
third of the total electricityused by Iraq’s second-largest city. Demonstrations against 
power shortages and other longstanding grievances such as unemployment quickly 
spread throughout Iraq’s Shia-majority south, leading Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi 
to dismiss his minister of electricity. Iran, a major provider of Iraq’s electricity in the 
wake of the war against the Islamic State group (ISIL), variously blamed its 
neighbor’s nonpayment of electricity bills, spiraling electricity demand and 
demonstrations at home, and U.S. sanctions for the shortfall. Some Iraqi politicians 
have countered that Iran deliberately cut electricity to weaken Abadi, a U.S. ally, and 
strengthen its hand in forming a new, more Iran-friendly government. One Iraqi 
official decried Tehran’s decision as “political blackmail.” 

With Iran unable or unwilling to restore most of the power, Iraq has engaged Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait in the hope that one or both might help alleviate the crisis. A flurry 
of proposals and denials has followed on all sides, with some suggesting that Iran is 
deliberately pressuring Iraq to reject Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) assistance. 
Certainly, the Iraqi government has appeared to be ultra-sensitive to Iran’s concerns 
on the matter. When Bloomberg reported on July 29 that Iraq had arranged for Saudi 
Arabia to supply it with electricity at one-quarter of the price charged by Iran, an Iraqi 
government spokespersonrushed to deny the deal on Iranian state television. 

Economic domination is one of Iran’s key levers of influence in Iraq and is 
underpinned, in part, by leverage over its neighbor’s power supplies. The Islamic 
Republic understands that its influence over Iraq’s power sector is a major 
geopolitical coup and that any changes would have implications for its control over 
Baghdad as well as regional power dynamics. In the short term, Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait may only be able to offer Iraq Band-Aid fixes such as fuel or portable 
generators. However, in the medium to long term, the two countries together have 
the resources to provide Iraq with the electricity it requires, diminishing Iranian control 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2018/07/21/protests-are-mounting-in-iraq-why/?utm_term=.ed88648e05d5
http://www.rudaw.net/english/middleeast/iraq/08032018
http://www.rudaw.net/english/middleeast/iraq/08032018
https://www.alghadpress.com/news/_____-______-________/168506/_______-____-__-_____-_____-_____-______-______-__
https://www.dw.com/en/iraqs-electricity-minister-fired-after-weeks-of-protests/a-44867913
https://www.dw.com/en/iraqs-electricity-minister-fired-after-weeks-of-protests/a-44867913
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2018/07/iran-iraq-electricity-protest.html
https://www.npr.org/2018/07/17/629385020/amid-electricity-cuts-anti-government-unrest-grows-in-southern-iraq
https://lobelog.com/islamist-hardliners-are-threatening-irans-very-survival/
https://www.skynewsarabia.com/middle-east/1165077-_____-_____-___-_____-________-______-_____
http://www.kurdistan24.net/en/news/17fa4f87-da71-4989-a4f0-a8e2c3236bc5
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-07-29/iraq-says-saudis-to-sell-it-power-at-a-fraction-of-iran-s-price
http://www.irna.ir/en/News/82987069
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over Iraq’s economy, depriving Iran of hard currency, and bolstering political stability 
through economic development. Success in Iraq will give Saudi Arabia and Kuwait a 
new way of using economic power to bring about favorable geopolitical outcomes. 
For these countries, Iran’s military strength in Iraq is unassailable. Its economic 
control, however, can be challenged. 

Iran’s Economic Influence 

Iranian influence in Iraq relies mainly on armed proxies and economic domination. Its 
success cultivating highly capable and loyal sectarian militias is unparalleled. But 
Tehran’s stranglehold on Baghdad’s economy is equally impressive. Each year, Iran 
sends between 18 and 20 percent of its non-oil exports, valued at between $5 and $6 
billion, to its western neighbor. As successive sanctions regimes have squeezed Iran, 
Iraq has become a crutch by which it keeps its economy afloat. Iranian goods and 
services have monopolized key sectors, crushing Iraqi agriculture and industry. Iran 
has also traditionally used its freefalling rial to purchase U.S. dollars in Iraq, although 
recent U.S. sanctions will complicate those efforts. 

Iran’s control over Iraq’s power sector is especially strong. Fifteen years after the fall 
of Saddam Hussein, Iraq generates just over two-thirds of the electricity it needs. 
While war, fuel shortages, ISIL, and corruption are responsible for most of this 
shortfall, Iran has exploited the gap in services. TAVANIR, Iran’s state-led utility, 
which is believed to be under the sway of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, 
earns $100 million per month supplying electricity to between one and two million 
Iraqi households. Tehran also takes Iraqi oil as payment for natural gas powering an 
additional three million Iraqi households. In all, according to my estimates based 
on publicly reported figures and basic household electricity usage, the Islamic 
Republic directly or indirectly controls one-quarter of Iraq’s electricity supply. 

An Alternate Source of Power 

Enter Kuwait and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In January, a delegation from 
Kuwait’s Ministry of Electricity and Water met with Iraqi officials to discuss linking the 
Iraqi and GCC electric grids. Kuwait’s proximity to Iraq and its role as a neutral 
mediator for the Persian Gulf region make it especially well-suited to be the point of 
interconnection. On its own, Kuwait probably cannot produce the quantity of 
electricity needed. But Saudi Arabia can. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/15/world/middleeast/iran-iraq-iranian-power.html
https://en.mehrnews.com/news/132562/Iran-Iraq-enjoying-12bn-trade-volume-in-last-11-months
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mideast-crisis-iraq-iran-dates/in-symbolic-victory-iran-conquers-iraqs-dates-market-idUSKBN1GX1I1
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-nuclear-currency/iran-currency-extends-record-fall-as-us-sanctions-loom-idUSKBN1KJ0DY
https://www.cfr.org/article/return-us-sanctions-iran-what-know
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-rich-iraq-cant-keep-the-lights-on-1532174400
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/the-irgc-may-try-to-divert-iraqs-electricity-payments
https://www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/the-irgc-may-try-to-divert-iraqs-electricity-payments
https://www.thenational.ae/business/energy/iraq-heatwave-lays-bare-shortcomings-in-country-s-energy-sector-1.752882
http://almadapaper.net/Details/212347/____-______-____-_____-______-__1200-_______-___-______-__________
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-rich-iraq-cant-keep-the-lights-on-1532174400
http://www.energy.ca.gov/glossary/ISO_GLOSSARY.PDF
http://www.alalam.ir/news/3317431/___-_____-_____-__-______-___-______-__-____-______--________
http://www.gccia.com.sa/Data/PressRelease/Press_13.pdf
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/06/14/kuwait-and-oman-are-stuck-in-the-arab-no-mans-land/
https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/06/14/kuwait-and-oman-are-stuck-in-the-arab-no-mans-land/
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Riyadh is already investing heavily in power generation, particularly renewables, to 
conserve more oil for export. But the scope and scale of these projects will eventually 
generate surplus electricity well beyond what the kingdom can use. In March, Saudi 
Arabia and SoftBank announced their intention to build the world’s largest solar 
installation, producing a staggering 200 gigawatts — nearly triple the kingdom’s total 
present electrical output. Even if Saudi Arabia falls far short of this target, other 
renewable projects are advancing quickly. In 2018 alone, the kingdom will launch 
enough solar and wind projects to power three million homes. 

The idea of turning Saudi Arabia into an electricity exporter is not new. Three years 
ago, then-Saudi Oil Minister Ali al-Naimi told UNESCO that the kingdom aimed to 
develop its solar energy industry to the point where “instead of exporting fossil fuels, 
[Saudi Arabia] will be exporting gigawatts of electric power.” Domestically, electricity 
exports can advance Saudi Arabia’s effort to diversify its economy, provide jobs for 
Saudi citizens, and help to fund new industries. Identifying viable foreign markets for 
this electricity has, however, proven complicated. With more generation capacity 
coming online, intra-GCC electricity trading is already largely limited to emergency 
outages. Plans for a Saudi–Egyptinterconnection, first raised in 2010, have been 
repeatedly put on hold due to political and financial considerations. Europe is a 
possible new market — one the Saudis are currently exploring — but Europe’s 
immediate focus is on interconnecting with its Mediterranean neighbors. 

Iraq, on the other hand, requires enormous amounts of electricity, shares a border 
with the kingdom, and occupies one of the most strategically important locations in 
the Middle East. It has been a geopolitical buffer for Saudi Arabia against Iran and 
can serve as a stepping stone to get GCC electricity to markets in Turkey and 
Europe. The kingdom is aware of the opportunity presented by its northern neighbor. 
In January, the Arab Petroleum Investments Corporation, which is owned by ten Arab 
oil-exporting states including Saudi Arabia, wrote that an interconnection between the 
GCC and Iraq “offers huge potential.” 

But Riyadh does not need to wait for new power generation projects to be completed 
to help Iraq. The kingdom already produces 45 percent more power than it can use in 
winter (although it has no spare capacity during the summer months). The Saudi and 
Kuwaiti grids, which are already connected to one another, could be retrofitted using 
“HTLS” (high-temperature low-sag) conductors to carry two to three times as much 
electricity. The Saudi–Kuwaiti interconnection could then be extended from Kuwait 
into Basra. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/saudi-renewable-idUSL8N1HP1EO
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/07/saudis-solar-energy/395315/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-28/saudi-arabia-softbank-ink-deal-on-200-billion-solar-project
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-16/saudi-arabia-plans-up-to-7-billion-of-renewables-this-year
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2015-05-21/al-naimi-speaks-on-climate-change-panel-at-unesco
http://www.apicorp-arabia.com/Research/EnergyReseach/2018/APICORP_Energy_Research_V03_N04_2018.pdf
http://www.apicorp-arabia.com/Research/EnergyReseach/2018/APICORP_Energy_Research_V03_N04_2018.pdf
https://dailynewsegypt.com/2018/06/21/egypt-and-saudi-arabia-postpone-interconnection-agreements-indefinitely/
https://www.reuters.com/article/saudi-solar-europe/saudi-arabia-hopes-to-export-solar-electricity-to-europe-idUSL5N0CY2SX20130411
https://www.pv-tech.org/news/mena-to-europe-supergrid-could-bring-regions-close-to-100-renewables-says-f
http://www.apicorp-arabia.com/Research/EnergyReseach/2018/APICORP_Energy_Research_V03_N04_2018.pdf
https://www.thenational.ae/business/banking/apicorp-raises-100m-through-debut-dim-sum-bond-1.712707
http://www.apicorp-arabia.com/Research/EnergyReseach/2018/APICORP_Energy_Research_V03_N04_2018.pdf
https://www.reuters.com/article/saudi-solar-europe/saudi-arabia-hopes-to-export-solar-electricity-to-europe-idUSL5N0CY2SX20130411
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1876610216313935
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According to one energy consultant with close ties to Arab Gulf utilities, for the 
transnational link to function, Saudi Arabia would have to sell electricity to Kuwait, 
which would then sell it on to Iraq. The three countries would need to agree on rules 
and fee structures, and may need their electric utilities to set up special-purpose 
vehicles to sell the electricity across borders. The Gulf Cooperation Council 
Interconnection Authority, which governs power sharing among GCC member states, 
could help with this. The consultant, who wished to remain anonymous due to their 
involvement in government projects in the GCC region, estimated that the 
interconnection could be completed in less than five years for several hundred million 
U.S. dollars. 

There are, however, real obstacles to implementation. A resurgent ISIL, which 
destroyed eight power plants and inflicted $7 billion in damages to Iraq’s power 
infrastructure during its three-year occupation of the country, continues 
to target Iraq’s national grid. Given Iranian opposition to GCC assistance, there is 
also a possibility that Iran-allied militias could sabotage the power lines — although 
there is no clear evidence that they have attacked power infrastructure thus far. Iraq 
also has a serious problem with electricity theft; in 2015, the Ministry of Electricity 
collected payments for just 12 percent of the electricity it produced. 

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait could alleviate the threat of sabotage by asking Iraq to hire 
private security to guard new power infrastructure. As a failsafe, both countries will be 
able to cut the power if the infrastructure is seized by ISIL or Iran-allied militias. 
Electricity theft, which targets local low-voltage networks, is a thornier problem. Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait could help mitigate, although certainly not eliminate, this problem 
by providing Iraq with electricity meters and perhaps reconfiguring the ministry’s utility 
payments system along the lines of the Saudi Electricity Company’s highly successful 
model. 

An Iraq–GCC interlink will give Saudi Arabia the Iraqi foothold it has long sought. In 
so doing, it can serve as one possible geoeconomic alternative to traditional Saudi 
checkbook diplomacy — the exchange of economic aid and investment for political 
concessions — which has yielded diminishing returns for the kingdom. For example, 
while billions of dollars in oil and cash may have helped Saudi Arabia reacquire the 
islands of Tiran and Sanafir from Egypt, it did nothing to prevent Cairo from opposing 
Riyadh at the United Nations or sending just 800 troops to back the kingdom’s war in 
Yemen. Similarly, keeping Lebanon’s economy solvent has not diminished Hizballah 
nor has bankrolling friendly politicians in Iraq done much to advance GCC interests. 

http://www.gccia.com.sa/
http://www.gccia.com.sa/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/isis-is-making-a-comeback-in-iraq-less-than-a-year-after-baghdad-declared-victory/2018/07/17/9aac54a6-892c-11e8-9d59-dccc2c0cabcf_story.html?utm_term=.bb5b4d192a01
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-rich-iraq-cant-keep-the-lights-on-1532174400
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-rich-iraq-cant-keep-the-lights-on-1532174400
https://www.thebaghdadpost.com/en/Story/30056/ISIS-attack-Iraq-s-desperate-electricity-infrastructure-sabotaged
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Alkhatteeb-Istepanian-English-PDF.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-rich-iraq-cant-keep-the-lights-on-1532174400
http://www.mbrsg.ae/getattachment/89754323-01ec-4248-b9d1-1044a50a58c9/Innovation-for-Integrated-Service-Delivery-The-Cas
http://www.mbrsg.ae/getattachment/89754323-01ec-4248-b9d1-1044a50a58c9/Innovation-for-Integrated-Service-Delivery-The-Cas
https://warontherocks.com/2018/02/a-new-era-beckons-for-iraqi-saudi-relations/
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/14/world/middleeast/egypt-saudi-arabia-islands-sisi.html
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-anger-egypt-votes-russia-un-vote-1258726322
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-anger-egypt-votes-russia-un-vote-1258726322
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-yemen-security-idUKKCN0R91I720150909
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2017/12/07/hariri-is-back-as-lebanons-prime-minister-heres-how-saudi-economic-influence-still-shapes-lebanese-politics/?utm_term=.7f586639d255
https://www.economist.com/middle-east-and-africa/2018/03/08/saudi-arabias-use-of-soft-power-in-iraq-is-making-iran-nervous
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Utility exports like electricity are more cost-effective, less prone to graft, and, because 
the electric grid traverses an entire country, affect much larger populations than the 
types of foreign aid and direct investment Saudi Arabia typically employs. Moreover, 
because electric grids are dispersed, they are more difficult to seize than cash or oil 
and harder to destroy than agricultural and industrial investments. Most importantly, 
they distribute benefits across all social strata rather than just a small subsection of 
elites, making them more likely to spark generalized economic development. This is 
important because the radical and sectarian transnational ideologies Iran and ISIL 
employ thrive on economic marginalization. As the director of the United States 
Institute of Peace’s Middle East project recently warned, “[The Basra] protests 
demonstrate Iraq’s fragility and an accumulation of public grievances that could lead 
to the rise of new extremist violence if not addressed.” Insofar as they encourage 
widespread economic development, electricity exports can weaken the appeal of 
both Iran’s Islamic Revolution and ISIL’s revived caliphate. 

 

Conclusion 

While scholars and policy planners have written about the use of energy as a 
geopolitical tool, most of their analyses have focused on the ability of autocratic 
states to cut off oil and natural gas exports as a means of achieving policy objectives. 
Electricity exports are a way for Saudi Arabia to use its economic clout to achieve 
desirable political outcomes without relying on proxies or checkbook diplomacy. 
Saudi electricity exports to Iraq can weaken the Islamic Republic, whose economy is 
already vulnerable, by denying it income and influence in one of the Middle East’s 
most strategically important states. By facilitating generalized economic 
development, these exports can also undermine the appeal of radical and sectarian 
ideologies, which rely on economic uncertainty. 

If this project is successful, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Iraq could eventually form the 
nucleus of a Middle East common market for tradeable utilities like power and water, 
revitalizing moribund efforts to achieve regional economic integration along lines 
discussed by scholars like Michael Hudson, Luay al-Khatteeb, and others. 
Furthermore, a Saudi–Iraqi accord will signal to the United States and Europe that 
the kingdom is firmly invested in Iraq’s integrity. This may help convince the 
international community to increase its own commitments to Iraq’s stabilization and 
development. Electricity, however simple it may seem, can provide the beginnings of 

https://pomeps.org/2015/08/26/ideologies-alliances-and-underbalancing-in-the-new-middle-east-cold-war/
https://www.usip.org/publications/2018/07/iraqs-protests-show-fragility-gave-rise-isis-remains
https://www.businessinsider.com/iran-is-exporting-the-islamic-revolution-into-syria-iraq-and-yemen-just-as-it-did-in-lebanon-2015-3
https://www.amazon.com/Salafi-Jihadism-History-Idea-Shiraz-Maher/dp/0190651121
https://www.amazon.com/War-Other-Means-Geoeconomics-Statecraft/dp/0674979796/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1535486128&sr=8-1&keywords=war+by+other+means
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/603868/EXPO_STU(2018)603868_EN.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Middle-East-Dilemma-Michael-Hudson/dp/0231111398/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1535493830&sr=8-1&keywords=the+politics+and+economics+of+arab+integration&dpID=41LqcYzVZwL&preST=_SY344_BO1,204,203,200_QL70_&dpSrc=srch
http://www.iraqenergy.org/need-middle-east-economic-confederal-union
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an economic foundation upon which Iraqis can start to rebuild their livelihoods, their 
national identities, and ultimately their country. 

  

Evan Langenhahn is the head of research at the Arabia Foundation. Sarah Lord, a 
research analyst at the Arabia Foundation, contributed to this article. 

Source: War on the Rock, AUGUST 30, 2018  
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